
Stand Against the Darkness #1
                                                               Phil. 2:12-18

-Today I want to begin a sermon series that I believe is very significant for us as a Body of Christ.  It is 
entitled “Against the Darkness.”  We are facing problems in  Our Country that are plummeting us more and 
more into self-centered living and Moral chaos.  Listen to some of the issues….

-The wholesale effort to remove any and all restrictions on same-sex marriages,  Abortion, and embryonic 
stem cell research.

-The failure to protect our borders against illegal immigration, threatening the fiscal and physical well-being 
of our nation.

-The runaway fiscal deficit that will enslave our children and grandchildren with  trillions of dollars of debt.

-The hesitance of government officials, shackled by political correctness, to recognize and verbalize that we 
are in a war against terror.

-The willingness to abrogate Americans’ First Amendment rights at home to  prevent offending Islamic 
extremists abroad.

-The desire to set aside 2nd amendment rights given by our founding fathers in  The Constitution for the 
picture of trying to stop gun violence, when in fact it  would do nothing of the kind.

-The denial by secularists and even some professing Christians that America was founded as a Christian 
nation.  

-According to a national poll….70-80% of Americans claim to be Born Again  Christians……..WHAT????

-Pass out the Prozac……You wonder what we should do as Christ followers  Living in America?  What can 
we do to “Stand Against the Darkness?

-Pray..1 Jn. 2:17, The world is passing away, and also its lusts; but the one who does the will of God lives 
forever.”
A.  Phil. 2:12-18..The context of “Humility”(we see four things we are to do)

-Look carefully at the phrase, “in the midst of a corked and perverse generation.” Is there any better 
description of the culture in which we are living, some 2000  
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Yrs. Later.  Both are characterized by wholesale immorality and hostility toward Christians.  Paul did 
not admonish the Christians in Philippi to straighten out 
Their crooked culture.  Instead he reminded them that “Against the Darkness” of their world, they 
were to be children of God…holding fast the word of life.”

1.  Vs. 12…We need to be an Obedient people.  Unto the Lord 
2.  Vs. 14…We are to be a Caring..Compassionate people….Not grumblers Complainers and 
disputers.
3.  Vs. 14-16..We are to be a Witnessing people.  Our Character….Speech, and
      The Gospel!  So Vital!  “We can’t save America…But we can see Americans
      Saved!”   
4.  Vs. 17-18..We are to be a Sacrificing/Encouraging people.  We might not be Able to stop the decay 
of our Nation totally, but we can slow it down!!!”
-Paul encourages us to take advantage of the darkness of the culture in order to  Highlight the brilliance 
of the Light of the World, Jesus Christ.”

-“Instead of allowing the daily flow of negativity from the Media, FB, E-Mails that Often drive us to 
despair, we should use our present situation for what it is..an un-
Prescendented chance to point people to the hope of Jesus Christ.  “The darker the Background the 
brighter the light!”

-When we share the same passion that permeated every fiber of Paul’s life—the
Spreading of the Gospel of Christ then we will view a darkening and threatening 
World differently.  Government instability, economic uncertainty, cultural decay,
And international chaos provide the perfect backdrop for displaying the controlling
Brilliance of Jesus Christ.  Instead of cursing the darkness, we should welcome it!”  

-Isn’t that what Christ teaches in Matthew 5:14-16…..

-“The Lord has left us here on this earth for a reason and that is to point people to
Jesus Christ.  Ie..Jesus purpose---Luke 19:10, Our purpose…Matt. 28:19-20!

-“The only way to change our nation is by changing the individuals who make up 
Our nation by introducing them to Jesus Christ.  Our rallying cry should be, “The
Only way to save America is by seeing Americans saved.”

-We are not going to be able to stop the decaying process of our World, but as 
Salt we can slow it down….Penetrating our culture, with the character, speech
And gospel of Christ!!!



-Frequently asked Questions:  
 a.  Why does God allow evil to run rampant in the World?
 b.  Why doesn’t He just go ahead and send Christ back to reclaim the 
                  world and end this whole mess?
 c.  Why doesn’t Christ return and end our suffering?
-Peter says there is only one reason that God is allowing the world to continue
 before He draws everything to a close.  2 Peter 3:9-10

-Christian Friends, we must not forget our “Mission” as His followers…It is 
Not easy, nor comfortable but we must stand up for righteousness, and brightly
Shine forth the gospel of Jesus Christ!

-Edmund Burke----“The only thing left for evil to prosper, is for good men to
 do nothing.”

-We cannot sit on our hands any longer as a Church, or as individual Christians!

+To Stand Against the Darkness—God has given us everything we need in the
Power of the Holy Spirit to do so----

+We must be an Obedient--Caring/Compassionate--Witnessing—and 
Sacrificing People!


